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Dear reader, what would you say is genuine Christian love? There may be
quite a few different definitions of what is loving. The Christian’s view of love
must be based on the Scripture and different to any worldly view, like chalk
is to cheese. The Christian view of love is that of being united in spirit with
fellow believers (Philippians 2:1-4). Christians look out for each other, or at
least they should, as we read in Galatians 6:1 – “Brethren, even if anyone is
caught in any trespass, you who are spiritual, restore such a one in a spirit of
gentleness …” – Philippians 2:4 – “… do not merely look out for your own
personal interests, but also for the interests of others”. This may be demonstrated
by visiting a brother or sister who is caught in sin, and appealing to them on
the basis of the Scriptures and the love of God. Did not our Heavenly Father
show His love to us in His only begotten Son? Are we not united to each
other, does it not pain us when one of the brethren goes astray?
Just think about the earthly father who must discipline his children out of
love. Our Heavenly Father disciplines us as sons, for what son is there whom
his father does not discipline? (Heb 12:7b) And this He does because He loves
us.
In the church, Christian discipline which is a mark of a faithful church is
also exercised because of love – love for the Lord, love for the church and
love for the erring believer (Art 67 CO).
Over the years it has become quite evident that churches around the world
struggle to apply discipline consistently. This struggle is one that faces our
sessions, presbyteries and synods and even comes up in discussions among
members of our churches.
Article 29 of the Belgic Confession states: “The true church is to be recognised
by the following marks: It practises the pure preaching of the gospel. It maintains
the pure administration of the sacraments as Christ instituted them. It exercises
church discipline for correcting and punishing sins. In short, it governs itself
according to the pure Word of God, rejecting all things contrary to it and
regarding Jesus Christ as the only head”.
“How important it is, then that as churches we are governed according to
the pure Word of God in the area of discipline! How important that we
continue to show love to the wayward sinner!”
Our contributors write about the positive use and the neglect of church
(Christian) discipline.
Mr Paul Archbald considers the good of Christian discipline.
Mr Sjirk Bajema investigates the neglect of Church discipline.
Sally Davey writes about the New Normal.
Mr Tim Challies wrote a series on the Christian character which we shall
follow over the next several months.
Mr Josh Flinn focuses on salvation by Christ alone.
Mr Jared Bruning writes about his and Natalie’s experience of moving
forward the date of their wedding as total lockdown loomed.
Mrs Elaine Borger provides a debrief on the Booties Project in July 2018.
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The opinions expressed in this magazine are not to be considered the official position of
the Reformed Churches of New Zealand unless they expound the Biblical system of
doctrine contained in the Heidelberg Catechism, the Belgic Confession, the Canons of
Dordt, or the Westminster Confession of Faith, or reflect the successive Acts of Synod
of the Reformed Churches of New Zealand. On the other hand, care is taken to ensure
that articles and opinions do not directly contradict the official position of the Reformed
Churches as contained in the above sources without attention being called to that fact.
NB: In line with common publishing practice Faith in Focus reserves the right to publish
the names of all contributors with their articles, unless compelling reasons are given to
the editor for not doing so. This applies to both print and online versions.
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Church discipline
PAUL ARCHBALD

“He disciplines us for
our good”
Some years ago, a certain family visited
our church for a few weeks. They were
not from a Reformed background. They
said that they had tried just about every
Evangelical, “community” church in their
area. They made some interesting
comparisons. One of the things they noted
was that the people at these churches
appeared to be very happy at their
services. It was all very “hail-fellow-wellmet.” But our visitors claimed that the
“joy” was not very deep. They believed
that many of these people were deeply
unhappy – just putting on a happy face
and plenty of exuberance on Sunday.
They concluded that these people were
often unhappy because their sins were
not being dealt with. Their sins led to a
lot of misery during the week. Our visitors
put this down to the lack of church
discipline in these churches.
Without wanting to judge what goes
on in the lives of people from other
churches, I would nevertheless suggest
that it is what we should expect if church
discipline is neglected.
The subject of church discipline is
important. After all, we claim that we do
it for the sake of the sinner, the good of
the church and the reputation of the
Lord. Any one of these aspects would
make discipline important. Put them all
together, and the matter becomes even
more so. We can understand, then, why
it has been regarded as a “mark” of the
true church.
In this article we will be looking at
some key passages on the subject of
discipline, to look at what we might call
the positive side of it i.e., the benefits of
church discipline when it is done rightly.
Heb. 12:4-13.
Hebrews 12:4-13 is not specifically about
church discipline. It is about the Lord’s
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discipline of His people in general. The
Lord disciplines His children as a loving
Father. There are various aspects to this
discipline that takes place in His
Providence. Sometimes it involves what
we might call the “hard knocks” of life;
it could also include the admonitions of
brethren; or formal church discipline.
These are all forms of “discipline” that
the Lord uses to train and refine His
people.
The word “discipline” itself refers to
the tough-love aspects of training a child.
A comparison is made to corporal
correction by earthly fathers. It is also
clear from the other words used here to
describe the Lord’s discipline, that there
are different gradations of “toughness” in
His love: from “reproof,” which has the
idea of testing to bring to conviction,
through to the more severe “scourging.”
It can be “sorrowful” at the time, but
later – for those who have been trained
by it – it yields the peaceful fruit of
righteousness” (v. 11).
This verse indicates one of the main
benefits of discipline – in all its forms,
but including church discipline – holiness.
Note v. 10, “…so that we may share in
His holiness.”
The other benefits mentioned in Heb.
12 are that discipline (in all its forms) is
evidence that we are indeed God’s sons
(vss. 5-10); and, by implication, it helps
“heal” that which is out of joint (vss. 1213).

… discipline (in all its
forms) is evidence that
we are indeed God’s
sons and, by
implication, it helps
“heal” that which is out
of joint.

Matt. 16:19
We find another angle on the
healing-function of discipline in Matthew
16:19. The Lord Jesus gave the church
the “keys of the Kingdom,” involving
“binding” and “loosing.” This language
implies that the church is given the
authority to declare whether someone is
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still bound by some sin, or whether they
are free of a particular wrongdoing. The
use of these words shows that sin works
against freedom. Of course, the Christian
has been freed by Christ once-for-all from
the guilt and power of sin. However,
when we are bound by a sin, that curtails
our enjoyment of the freedom we have
in Christ. Church discipline can help break
the chains, so that we are freed up again
to enjoy what we have in Christ. Church
discipline is not inherently repressive: it
is liberating.
1 Cor. 5:3-5
As Reformed people, we believe in the
“preservation of the saints.” The elect
sinner may back-slide a long way, but in
the end, he will not be lost. However,
we do not know who is elect and who
is not. Likewise, we cannot see the endresult of church discipline, as to whether
it will be used by the Lord to bring the

sinner to repentance, or not. That is why
the apostle Paul can say in 1 Corinthians
5:5 that through discipline a sinner has
been “delivered” over to Satan, for the
destruction of his flesh; but this is “so
that his spirit may be saved in the day
of the Lord Jesus.”
That is also why the Heidelberg
Catechism speaks of church discipline
“opening the Kingdom of heaven” (LD
31, Q/A 85). That is what “keys” do: they
open or close doors. The main purpose
of preaching is to open the Kingdom (Q/
A 84), but it has a secondary effect of
closing it – to those who reject the Gospel.
The main purpose of church discipline is
to close the Kingdom, but it has a
secondary effect of opening it – to those
who are led to repentance through it.
This actually involves two distinct
benefits of discipline, one for the church
and one for the sinner. The main purpose
of discipline, at the time it is exercised,
is to help protect the church from sin
and error. That is a definite benefit for
the church. The hope for the individual,
though, is that it will eventually lead to
repentance and restoration – that the
sinner “may be saved in the day of the
Lord Jesus Christ.” We need to keep both
of these purposes in mind – the welfare
of the church as well as the sinner – to
understand why the Heidelberg puts the
“closing” first in the case of church
discipline.
Some Common Objections:
Over the years I have heard a number
of objections to the practice of church
discipline. I am not speaking of the
objections that come from those who
think that a man who has been charged
is, in fact, innocent. I am speaking of the
more general objections to the practice.
I want to use what we have seen from
the passages above to furnish some
answers to these objections.

1) Discipline does not help reclaim
sinners; it only drives them farther
away:

Photo by Joshua Eckstein on Unsplash
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As mentioned, we do not know the final
outcome. I know of many cases where
those who have been excommunicated
later repented and were re-admitted to
the church. To argue this way is to
contradict Scripture, since 1 Cor. 5:5
clearly entertains the hope that the man
excommunicated there may later be
restored. It also contradicts Q/A 85, which
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states that discipline can open as well as
close.

2) It Will Cause division in the Church:
It is true that members of a congregation
sometimes “take sides” in a discipline
case – often without knowing all the facts.
This can lead to divisions within a
congregation and even to members
leaving. At the end of the day, though,
we have to be faithful to the Lord. The
apostle Paul faced a very real danger of
opposition to his call for discipline in
Corinth. Instead of avoiding the issue, he
addressed the whole congregation about
the problem. The result was growth in
the congregation and, it seems, the
restoration of the sinner.
I would also like to point out that it
is sin that divides. The charge of causing
divisions in the church is not to be laid
at the feet of the Session that faithfully
exercises church discipline; it is brought
about by the sinner’s sin. Of course, elders
have to take care that they do not
complicate matters by adding their own
sins into the picture as well.
It is, however, interesting to note that
Calvin faced a situation in Geneva where
a sin was so prevalent that if the Session
had charged one person, they might have
had to charge half the congregation, so
to speak. In such situations, Calvin argues
that in such cases, it is better to address
the problem from the pulpit rather than
to start with discipline. Note that as the
apostle Paul dealt with a divided and
weak Corinthian church, he first instructed
them, before taking a stronger approach
– though in the case of the sinner in
chapter 5, things had been let go for too
long. There, he precipitated firmer
measure.

3) We Live in the Day of Grace, Not Law:
When we think about the differences
between the old and new covenants, we
should take care not to overemphasize
the discontinuity. There is grace in the
OT and there is law in the NT. True,
grace is poured out in the new covenant,
through the work of Christ. This results
in sinners being given more time to repent
– excommunication certainly gives more
time than execution! In the new covenant
there are also far fewer detailed laws –
we no longer have to do the ceremonial
law, for instance. We are also given more
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help to go back to the basic principles
of the law, since we have a completed
Scripture and the Holy Spirit poured out.
It becomes even more apparent that we
are saved by grace rather than by our
own good works. Yet, the practice of
church discipline is laid down in the NT
by the Lord Himself. God, in His grace,
uses this practice to preserve the church
from sin and error; and, at times, He uses
it to sanctify, heal and restore an erring
sinner.
The super-abundance of grace in the
new covenant makes it clear that we
should not regard good doctrine and
behaviour as the ground of our salvation
– or use discipline as a fear-tactic to scare
sinners right back into a works-based
salvation. But neither should the argument
from the “day of grace” be used to shield
sinners from needed discipline. To do the
latter is, in fact, to risk interfering with
God’s preserving grace to the church and
His restoring grace to erring members of
His Kingdom.
Conclusion
Church history is littered with plenty of
cases of churches that have lost the “Three
Marks of the True Church” (BCF 29).
Discipline is often the first to go. This
tends to open the door for error in
preaching and malpractice with the
sacraments and other areas of church-life.
Much of the Evangelical world has gone
this way of late. So have some churches
that are “Reformed” in name. When that
happens, there is a danger that the
“lampstand” will be removed (Rev. 2:5).
That should not surprise us. The Lord’s
reputation, the church’s orthodoxy and
orthopraxis, and the sinner’s need for
repentance cannot be ignored with
impunity. In 1 John 4:20, the apostle
warns that one cannot claim to love God
if he hates his brother. But as we have
seen, faithful discipline is aimed at love,
both of the sinner and the church – at
restoring the sinner and preserving the
church. How can we claim we love our
brother if we see him sinning, and
withhold from him a means of healing,
sanctification and restoration? How can
we claim we love the church if we see
her tolerating sin and error, and withhold
a means of preservation? How can we
claim that we love the Lord’s cause, if
sin in the church is bringing His Name
into disrepute, and we do nothing?

The main purpose of
church discipline is to
close the Kingdom, but it
has a secondary effect
of opening it – to those
who are led to
repentance through it.

Mr Paul Archbald is the minister of the
Reformed Church in Silverstream.
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Church discipline
SJIRK BAJEMA

“Man Down!”
1 Corinthians 5 – A case in church
discipline being neglected

Photo by Norbu Gyachung on Unsplash

In the best police forces there must be
a tight cohesion in extremely dangerous
situations. The awareness and
responsibility for fellow officers are part
and parcel of these operations. Nowhere
is this more evident than when one of
them becomes wounded to the degree
they are incapacitated. Then the call will
go out – ‘Man Down!’ – and immediately
covering protection will be provided so
that emergency medical personnel can
safely pull him back for the vital care he
needs.
In that circumstance we see total
selflessness and other-centredness shown
as absolutely essential. You could not do
without that unity in order to deal with
the evil you confront.
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And so it is with the spiritual warfare
believers are engaged in. We should be
those who, in looking to the Lord, always
seek to do what keeps us all safe – that
which helps us altogether as Christ’s body
to worship and serve him alone. We have
to be on the look-out for each other,
ready to rescue and restore.
This is why church discipline is an act
of love and a mark of a faithful church.
Like a faithful marriage the Bride in her
relationship with the Groom – Christ –
shows how blessed she is when she is
true to him.
Sadly, this is not the story for many
who call themselves Christian in our day.
The discipline shown in times past has
badly slipped. What has been happening
in the world around us increasingly takes
its toll upon us. What was such a hallmark
for the faithful church in the past becomes
more and more associated with negativity.
The ‘me-first’ and ‘I did it my way’ draws
us away from ‘Christ-first’ and ‘We do it
the Lord’s way’.
There is a saying that goes, ‘If it’s
raining in the world it’s dripping in the
church’. But it’s also becoming clear it’s
more than only some dripping happening
in Christ’s body of late. Satan has flooded
right into the church with the promotion
of self-centredness that is the core of the
brokenness and chaos.
And so, let’s turn to God’s Word in
this, and, in particular, to 1st Corinthians
chapter 5. Not only does it lay out for
us how church discipline is an act of
love and a mark of a faithful church, it
also describes when church discipline is
being neglected and the consequences
of that.
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Where church discipline is not
present (5:1-2)
By now in the apostle’s letter to the
church at Corinth it would be very clear
that the Lord is not happy about the
divisions in their congregation and the
underlying causes for it. And here Paul
continues in Christ’s concern for them.
He commences this passage in a similar
vein to what he has already written to
them. But he also ratchets it up a notch
or two. He now moves on further to
highlight how unfaithful they are as a
fellowship in Christ.
The apostle’s opening expression, “It
is actually reported” indicates that this is
a well-known fact about the Corinthian
churches that was known throughout all
the churches. While it is not one of the
matters the church there has written to
him about, it is very much tied in with
the heart of what’s wrong in Corinth and
so must be exposed and expunged.
This outrageous sin is sexual
immorality of a particularly incestuous
kind. ‘A double whammy’ we could say!
A man has his father’s wife. It’s not his
actual mother, that would have been
stated, but rather it’s his step-mother –
his father’s wife. It doesn’t specify if this
member of the church at Corinth had
seduced his then step-mother, or a
woman divorced from his father, or that
the father had died, leaving her a widow.
The reference to the pagans not
tolerating this doesn’t mean it might not
have been in their thoughts to do it. But
when it came to actually getting down
to do it their moral compass drew a
distinct line against doing it. It shows that
when people leave the way of the Lord
they end up not just veering a little but
often going in the completely opposite
direction.
And, remember, this was all being
done under the veneer of Christian liberty.
They honestly believed this was a result
of the freedom of the gospel. Having
come out of the slavery of Greek paganism
or Judaistic legalism they were drawn by
those who told them they were now free.
But they weren’t heeding what Paul had
taught them about this freedom being
free to serve the Lord rather than being
free from the moral law.
And just think about what this was
showing to the world around them! They
who have their own sense of right and
wrong could see quite plainly that these
Christians weren’t living the Christ-like
life.
And isn’t that what the world around
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us sees when the sins they openly espouse
are then exhibited by Christians? Don’t
be in any doubt that they note our sexual
immorality much as they won’t care for
any of their own. As quickly as the news
spread everywhere about this Corinthian
Christian man’s sexual immorality, so will
the news about what they have seen us
do!
But what is even more shocking here
is the response of that man’s fellow
believers in Corinth. Rather than follow
the words of Galatians 6:1 about restoring
the one caught in a transgression they
did not look out for themselves. And the
warning in Galatians 6:1 about keeping
watch, in case they were tempted, they
ignored. In fact, rather than being terribly
sad about this sin amongst them, and so
being firmly loving with this offender, they
let it pass.
Imagine that in the dangerous police
operation! How would it work out when
officers looked out first for themselves
than their colleagues? The answer is clear.
This is disorder not order. It is the way
to defeat. Each of those officers would
be individually picked out and eliminated.
And so the devil extends his sway.
Why church discipline is not
here (5:6-8)
But now we skip over from the first two
verses to the verses 6 till 8. And we do
that because Paul picks up in verse 6
from where he left off at verse 2. It was
in verse 2 that Paul makes it clear there
are those in Corinth who are full of
themselves. They are arrogant – or proud,
as other versions translate it. They have
placed themselves apart from and over
and above the Lord. They aren’t humble
under the Word – they know better! So
commencing verse 6 with saying that their
boasting is not good he picks this strand
up again.
And he does so because he is going
to show what this evil does amongst them.
By using the illustration of a little leaven
leavening the whole lump he brings out
the way their attitude impacts on all of
God’s people there. This is why he goes
on in verse 7, “Cleanse out the old leaven
that you may be a new lump, as you
really are unleavened.” Leaven, which
was an old piece of dough that began to
ferment, was a cheap alternative for yeast,
By adding it to a new batch of dough it
made the bread lighter through fermenting
the whole loaf. But the longer this process
went on the more likely it was that the
dough would become unfit for eating and

There is a saying that
goes, ‘If it’s raining in
the world it’s dripping
in the church’. But it’s
also becoming clear
it’s more than only
some dripping
happening in Christ’s
body of late.
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Once you have one
rotten apple those other
apples around it will
soon be rotting too. And
this doesn’t only apply
in regard to sexual
immorality. There are all
those other areas in
doctrine and life that
become diseased
because the rot wasn’t
cut out at its core.
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even poisonous. So, when the dough
went off it had to be thrown out, and
the process began again.
Much as those Corinthians thought
they were now free to do whatever they
felt led to do, they actually only show
how enslaved they are! By stating “you
really are unleavened” challenges them
to be what they are in Christ. Like Israel
of old had to completely rid itself of any
leaven in preparing for the Passover so
they need to get rid of anything that hangs
over from what they were before they
were saved. But as long that old leaven
remained there was malice and evil
amongst them.
In the same way, by allowing the
offender to stay within the fold, they kept
that bad influence which would only
continue to spread and infect many others.
Once you have one rotten apple those
other apples around it will soon be rotting
too. And this doesn’t only apply in regard
to sexual immorality. There are all those
other areas in doctrine and life that
become diseased because the rot wasn’t
cut out at its core. How much don’t we
know this through the history of sister
denominations in different parts of the
world who became swallowed up by the
ideas and lifestyles of the world? How
could it be that the once strongly orthodox
Reformed Churches of the Netherlands
now come to the point of having women
in all the offices of the church? In the
words of verse 7, it was not cleansed out
when that leaven first appeared. There
wasn’t a looking to the Lord in all things,
but, rather, as was said by representatives
of those churches, “we had to take into
account the society we live in.”
We don’t need to go to denominations
on the other side of the world to see this
either. What about the way we live in
our families and our other relationships
every day? How much aren’t we caught
in the snare of the world? We have to
be aware how much the world impacts
our personal views. This means comparing
and weighing up our assumptions with
the past, and, more importantly, with
what is biblical. Is what we’re thinking
and doing truly looking to the Lord –
whether it’s our views on entertainment,
politics, marriage or education?
Then we believers need to keep this
question before us: Why has Christ gone
all the way to his doing and dying on a
cursed cross if it wasn’t to have a people
for himself – a people who gloried in him
first of all and in all?
Think of the rich covenantal imagery

in this: This is directly related to the
Passover, the annual commemoration of
the deliverance from Egypt in ancient
times. The Israelites after clearing out any
leaven from their homes offered up their
lamb or young goat so that the destroying
angel would pass over them. They were
saved, and so those who had been slaves
in Egypt came out from there as the
people of God. The analogy is clear –
they are being reminded that Christ’s
death delivered them from the most
terrible danger. Instead, they were made
into being no less than God’s own chosen
and precious race.
This is why Paul goes on in verse 8
to speak about celebrating the festival.
The old life has gone – it’s now the time
to put on the new. No more ought there
to be those acts of the sinful nature – the
fruit of the Spirit has to prevail! Thus
malice and evil are replaced by sincerity
and truth.
How church discipline is
practised (5:9-13)
Verse 9 is clear about the context in which
this church discipline is to be practiced.
There isn’t an issue over what sin this is
about. While the word for ‘immoral’ covers
a range of sins, they are a certain kind of
sin. And he further clarifies that he’s not
speaking here about those who are not
Christians who commit such sins. In verse
10 he makes it clear that we still have to
live in this world – indeed we have to be
a light and salt in a dark and thirsty world.
But now he’s focused on those inside the
Church.
You have a look at the list in verse 11.
What does being sexually immoral and
greed and idolatry and slander and
drunkenness and swindling have in
common? They are sins committed against
other people. Another name we call them
is “public sins”.
So it is a sin which is quite obvious.
And from what we know of the Corinthian
church it was clearly so! The example at
the heart of this chapter is a vivid example
of this sin. They all knew about it! Verse
2 says they were proud of it.
Yet Paul is also saying that this sort of
sin applies to any member of the church
whose behaviour was not consistent with
commitment to Jesus Christ. That he has
to write about it again shows that they had
either misunderstood what he had written
or had misrepresented it. And knowing the
way Paul writes we can be pretty sure they
had misrepresented it.
So Paul’s going to tell them all over
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again. While they may think that ignoring
Paul’s first letter will make it go away,
they’ve got another thing coming! It is just
like we read in Ephesians 5 verse 11,
because this deed of darkness has to be
exposed to the light!
But first let’s define this particular kind
of sin a bit further. What other types of
sins are there than “public” ones? Well,
there are “private sins” – you don’t get to
know about them. That’s because they
don’t come out into the open.
For example, someone thinks about
how they could kill someone. They are
that frustrated with this particular person
they think about what it would be like if
he were dead. But they don’t go and do
it. That’s private – as long as they keep it
to themselves! If they were actively to plan
and murder that person then it is public,
because now it’s involving other people.
Still, we can define this generic group
of “immoral” sins even further, because
it’s behaviour that either hurts others or
blocks you from the needs of others. It
goes right against the love Christians must
have for each other. It’s the opposite of
what chapter 13 later on holds up as the
most excellent way!
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Who church discipline is for
(5:3-5)
Verse 13 logically leads us back to the
verses 3 till 5. The Church is to judge
those within it – not the pagans outside
of it – and that’s exactly what the verses
3 till 5 do. And while Paul himself ends
this section with verse 13, what he says
in the verses 3 till 5 make just as much
a suitable ending. You see, here is how
the evil person is purged from the Church
of Christ. This is the one aspect of judging
the Church must do, for it is about those
who are inside her.
It is a most definitive declaration the
apostle makes in verse 3. By stating that,
though he is not physically present with
them, he is there in spirit, and as one
there like that he has already pronounced
judgment on the one who did this public
sin. The language is emphatic. The
Corinthians had failed in their duty. And
while they continued not to do what they
ought to do when they come together,
Paul will do what he has to do from a
distance.
In this way the apostle pictures the
type of disciplinary meeting that should
have been conducted. As he who is with
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them in spirit he, as the president of
that assembly, has already passed
sentence.
The Greek verb here is in the perfect.
This strongly portrays a sense of
conclusiveness to the sentence. He
doesn’t name the offender, but he
certainly exposes him for what he is and
by what he’s done!
In verses 4 and 5 Paul pronounces
the Lord’s punishment. In a long
sentence we have the court room scene
pictured with the Judge’s divine ruling.
It is what should already have happened
a while ago. And it might still not happen
here below. But let them be in no doubt
that this is happening all the same!
This is even more emphasised with
what verse 5 adds here. To next declare
that the church must deliver this man
over to Satan indicates nothing less than
excommunication. There has to be a
cut made, removing the rot from the
body altogether. Saying it by speaking
of handing him over to the devil is
acknowledging that it is in the realm
where Satan holds sway that he truly
belongs!
It is in 1st Timothy 1:20 where we
find the only other time this expression
is used. There, too, it is clear on the
expulsion of two people out of the
Church. And here it is consistent with
verses 2, 7 and 13, where the sense of
removing and cleansing and purging are
very strong.
While “the destruction of the flesh”
at first might seem to indicate the
destruction of the sinful lusts it is difficult
to see how handing someone over to
Satan would have such a purifying effect.
Wouldn’t you expect the opposite to
happen? He would be swallowed up
within that ungodly lifestyle.
It is more likely, though, that the
apostle means here what he himself has
experienced. Wasn’t his own ‘thorn in
the flesh’ described as ‘a messenger of
Satan’ (2 Corinthians 12:7)? And wasn’t
what happened to Ananias and Sapphira
in Acts 5 a severe example of this? Paul
anticipates the solemn excommunication of this member ensuing in physical
consequences. Being taken out of the
secure realm of Christ’s Church means
that this is a curative action. The “flesh”
which represents this sinful world is
destroyed so that “his spirit may be
saved.”
The “spirit” here is the soul of that
man. And so Paul looks toward this man
being restored, which is the true spirit
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behind all church discipline. Unlike what
some may say, there is no vindictiveness
or ‘holier-than-thou’ approach. Satan is
pictured here as being under God’s
reign and can only do what he is
permitted to do. Ultimately, it is through
Satan that God will work to his own
glory.
In conclusion it is vividly clear that
above all what’s happening is not
primarily for that offender’s good or the
congregation’s correction but it’s all
about the Lord God. Ending verse 5
with the words about this being the way
his spirit may be saved in the day of
the Lord shows how much it all comes
back to God’s plan.
Whenever something is not done to
the glory of God – and thus to the upbuilding of his people – it is a neglect
of faithful discipline. It’s when the saints
fail to see how they should be doing
this in their own physical and spiritual
families that we have a recipe for
disaster.
Obviously someone fell into
temptation in the ancient Corinthian
church. But even worse, in that situation
his fellow believers failed to look to the
Lord first of all and so deal with him
immediately and biblically! That brought
in the devastating destruction of their
witness as Christ’s congregation in that
place and time. And it’s what we do
when we fail to call out ourselves and
those around us going the wrong way.
Then it doesn’t matter how many people
“feel good” about what’s going on.
In a dangerous police operation it
may be the last place any of those
officers want to personally be. But how
much then doesn’t something else kick
in! This is what they have been trained
and equipped to do. And it’s as they
focus together on the right thing to do
that we have the peace and security in
our community.
How much truer shouldn’t that be
for us spiritually in the church? It’s in
looking to the Lord and his Word that
we find our peace and security. It’s
upon the Rock we must stand. When
the cry goes out – ‘Man Down!’ – we
are trained, equipped and ready to go!
Mr Sjirk Bajema is the minister of the
Reformed Church in Oamaru.

“The fear of the Lord is the
beginning of knowledge.”
Prov 1:7
We’re Looking for a …

Primary School
Teacher!
We’re looking for an enthusiastic,
committed teacher, who is going
to LOVE inspiring and motivating
young children to learn new skills,
new abilities, and expand their tiny
minds with all the greatness of God,
His creation, and His Word. We also
want this super enthusiastic teacher to
educate them, teach them to read and
write and do math, and generally be an
Educational Superhero.
Our ideal candidate is a Christian of
the Reformed persuasion, a committed
church goer, and has high personal and
professional standards.
Our school is a private, parentcontrolled independent school, in
Upper Hutt, New Zealand. We currently
have a roll of 24 students and offer
education to children from Christian
families from years 1-12. Due to our
fantastically low student to teacher
ratio (5-10 students per teacher), we
offer opportunity for quality one-onone instruction, and opportunities for
teachers to nurture Christian character
and build meaningful educational
relationships with students.
If you are interested in being part of
a thriving and vibrant educational
community, and would like more
information on this position, we would
love to hear from you.
Please contact the school board
chairman:

Geoff Doyle

board@silverstreamchristianschool.nz
Phone: 04 9707659
Address: 8 Blue Mountains Road,
Silverstream, Upper Hutt.
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Outward focus
SALLY DAVEY

The New Normal
Here we are: it has arrived, the
pandemic situation governments have
been warned about for years. Some
did more than others to prepare, of
course; and different governments are
experiencing different degrees of
success in fighting the coronavirus.
How quickly things have changed.
Behaviour that was once normal, even
natural, became dangerous –
unthinkable – within days. We are in
the last days of Lockdown Level Four
as I write here, in late April. For weeks
we watched and listened to reports
about the virus as the facts about it
emerged. It mushroomed in China,
spread to neighbouring East Asian
countries and infiltrated Italy,
Germany, France and Spain. Finally
it reached our shores as travelers
returned home from holidays abroad.
Within a month or so we were all
familiar with the medical facts, and
can use the terminology associated
with viral transmission, vaccine
research and contact-tracing with
accuracy – to the amusement of the
experts in the field.
Suddenly, we were isolated in our
homes and businesses have mostly
shut. The effect reminds me often of
the scene in Revelation 18: “fallen,
fallen, is Babylon the Great.” Our
modern, prosperous – and godless –
world has crashed to a halt. Everything
has fallen silent … “Alas! Alas! You
great city, you mighty city, Babylon,
for in a single hour your judgement
has come. And the merchants of the
earth weep and mourn for her, since
no one buys their cargo anymore.”
(Revelation 18:10-11) While this
prophecy has had its resonances down
the ages – and its complete fulfillment
is doubtless yet to come – its words
of judgement should be heeded by
those in our current world for whom
the cap fits.
The amazing thing is that this crisis
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is a global crisis – worse even than a
war, which never affects more than
large regions of the world. This is going
to touch the lives of us all. And it is
our new normal. It is going to be with
us for years to come. A vaccine is
going to take more than a year to
develop, let alone mass-produce. We
are going to have to reconcile ourselves
to successive waves of epidemic
sweeping the world.
How might we react to this strange

providence? Well, obviously not in
fear (my sketch above was intended
to indicate the dramatic scale of what
has happened, not to inspire dread).
But a few reflections may be helpful.
First, the world has been here
before. Just over a century ago, what
was known as the Spanish flu made
its way here by way of soldiers
returning from World War One. There
have been other epidemics since –

Stewart and Holmes Wholesale Drug
Co. employees on 3rd Avenue during
the 1918 Spanish Influenza pandemic.
(University of Washington Libraries, Special Collections,
SOC0394) www.crosscut.com
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Soldiers from Fort Riley, Kansas, ill
with Spanish flu at a hospital
ward at Camp Funston in 1918.
https://commons.wikimedia.org
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polio, SARS and MERS among them.
There have been financial crises and
terrorist attacks. It is true that each of
these was more localized than COVID-19,
and affected fewer people directly. But
each was a reminder of the frailty of our
lives, and the uncertainty of much that
we daily take for granted. It’s worth
reflecting on the fact that the things that
are really important in life can endure in
a multitude of often simpler ways.
I’ve been talking a lot with my two
aunts and two of my mother’s cousins
lately. They are all in their 80s, and
remember life in the middle of the last
century very well. They have some
interesting thoughts about the current
crisis. All of them remarked on the
similarities between living back then and
living today in the lockdown. They’ve
observed that then, as now, their families
mainly stayed at home. Apart from going
to school, children were generally at home
with their parents. They played at home,

and were pretty adept at inventing their
own amusements. One aunt even did
correspondence lessons at home. Her two
brothers were away at boarding school
so she spent a lot of time, alone, on
horseback out on the farm – or reading.
Mothers were mostly at home. The
family’s groceries were bought at corner
stores within walking distance – from
grocers standing behind long counters,
who lifted down your requirements as
you asked for them (no need to worry
about who may have handled your
package before you got to it!). Rural
women generally ordered groceries by
phone from their local country store,
which were delivered the same day on
the mail van – a variation on Click and
Collect from Countdown, I guess. The
telephone was, for my mother and all of
her friends, the vital social lifeline. They
didn’t see each other that often, but their
friendships thrived.
Fathers came home not too long after
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work finished. Many did gardening before
dinner and in the weekends – when there
were no shops open. Few people drove
around for pleasure, or on a whim. By
contrast with today, people’s worlds were
smaller and more in touch with their local
community. Having read a diary written
by a farmer’s wife in our own rural district,
I can see that, mid-twentieth century, the
average Te Pirita inhabitant went to
Christchurch once or twice a year – by
train. (And us? Three or four times a
week.) People grew food in their vegetable
gardens or orchards, many kept hens
(even in the city) and swapped their excess
produce with their neighbours.
The point is, as many of us are
discovering, that we can get by with a
lot less – and even enjoy it more. We
can learn some good lessons from our
grandparents.
This isn’t to say that it’s easy for
everyone – or even anyone. It’s especially
hard for those who recognize they’re
extroverts. Most of us, over the past few
decades, have grown used to a fairly busy
social existence. Some may even call it
frenetic. We have the possibility of
meeting friends any day of the week –
for lunch, coffee, dinner, depending on
our work schedules or family
commitments. It’s nothing to eat out in
restaurants and cafes, and go shopping
whenever we like. We travel even long
distances to keep up with people. And
our churches have activities almost daily.
We’re together numerous times in the
week, many of us. We even start to feel
guilty, or wonder if there’s something
wrong with us if we’re not.
The lockdown is also hard for those
who live alone – who, at the opposite
end of the social spectrum, don’t see
enough of other people. That especially
includes elderly or widowed people (or
anyone else who may be living on their
own) and who lack family members or
friends they can see. They may be frail,
discouraged and vulnerable. Who will
take care of their needs? We can thank
the Lord we live in the age of the
telephone and internet, but neither of
these replaces face to face contact, of
course.
For introverts, by contrast, it may be
bliss. Lockdown means whole days of
peace and quiet; and no obligation to go
out to evening meetings. There’s more
than ample space for reading, prayer, and
quiet reflection on life in general. It’s very
restorative for them.
As you can imagine, there are a lot
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of good ideas on how to use this time
in Christian online commentary. Many
blog posts have been written – by both
Christians and those who are not – about
the surprisingly good times parents have
been having with their children. With no
other commitments except work from
home and online schooling, and plenty
of time on their hands, families have been
able to take walks together, enjoy board
games, and just talk in ways they may
not have been able to for a long time.
It’s also a rare opportunity to reset
your life. I read one article yesterday that
outlined the problem many of us face:
“On a family level, we intend to
live lean lives so we won’t have to
spend every evening driving around
town, dropping our kids at endless
clubs, classes, and lessons. We have
committed to eat together whenever
possible, to worship together every
evening, to prioritize those few things
that matter most. But in exhaustion
and frustration we have to admit
that we have overdone it, that the
clutter in our family has increased
until it has wedged us apart. We’ve
said yes to too much and no to too
little. We’ve been too hasty to begin
things and too loathe to end them.
Family life has become as cluttered
as personal life.”
The writer, Tim Challies, suggested
ways the current situation gives us the
opportunity to deal with this1. Our diaries
have been wiped clean: it’s a great time
to take this moment to pause and reflect
before adding anything else back in, once
the lockdown is over. It’s a bit like
emptying your drawer and only putting
back into it what should really be there.
Marie Kondo for time management!
I’ve found that one thing that might
be worth asking is – do I really need to
go shopping as much as I do? I began
thinking this way during the Christchurch
earthquakes. It quickly became obvious,
when roads were difficult to navigate and
many stores were closed anyway, that
there was no need to be in town as much
as I had once been. It became much
more efficient, time-wise, to be at home
getting work done here. During the
current lockdown, I’ve only been once
to the supermarket, and that to collect
an online order. I thereby avoided the
queues and the potential hazard of
actually being in the supermarket. I see
no reason why I can’t keep this up.
Some parents may be asking

themselves if all their sports activities (or
those of their children) are actually high
priority. Are they worth the family
disruption they cause on Saturdays? As a
child, I was on the receiving end of these
types of consideration. I had really, really
wanted to go to pony club when I was
about 9, but my parents decided it would
cost the whole family a day’s time together
at home if me and my horse had to be
transported to the pony club grounds and
back each Saturday. I was deeply
disappointed – but they were doubtless
right.
Others might have similar questions
about their social calendar, given that life
is so much less complicated during the
lockdown. Is being out and about the
most productive way for Christians to
spend their lives? Now may be a good
time to reassess all those activities that
oblige us to be together in groups at
church. Obviously church services and
Bible studies are irreplaceable; but if we
were at home more, would we be able
to spend more time getting to know our
immediate neighbours, or spend more
time with individuals we’re introducing
to the gospel, or maybe helping to grow
in faith as Christians? If you’re a very
sociable person, you might be missing
group get-togethers, but there are other
ways to play to your strengths. Gregarious
Christians often make natural evangelists,
and there are probably ways of chatting
with neighbors even at 2-metre distances
that help introduce them to Christ. And
no one had ever caught a virus via a
phone call.
Most of all, this is the best of times
for getting to know the God of the Bible
better. So many distractions have been
removed from us, and we have time and
quiet to read, mark and learn. Time to
pray, and to read good books that will
help us learn. Time to reflect on our lives,
to confess our sin and to re-order our
priorities. Let’s seize the day.
1 Tim Challies, “Itʼs Not Often in Life You
Get a Do-Over”, blog post 24 April 2020.
See challies.com
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Focus on Christian character

Focus on faith

TIM CHALLIES

J C RYLE

The Character of
the Christian
As Christians, we all want to grow in
spiritual maturity and Christlikeness.
At least, I hope we do. We all want
to become what we are in Christ, to
put aside patterns of sin and
unrighteousness and to replace them
with patterns of holiness. Ultimately,
we want to become like Christ, to
think how he thought and to behave
how he behaved. We do well to
aspire to the highest standards of
holiness and godliness.
The Bible holds out one group of
people who are to serve as models
of Christian maturity: Elders (referred
to at times as elders, and at other
times as pastors or overseers). Elders
are qualified to the office primarily
on the basis of their character. While
the Bible provides one quality related
to skill (the ability to teach) and one
related to the amount of time a man
has been a Christian (not a recent
convert), all of the other qualifications
are related to character. Yet while
these traits are demanded of elders,
they are not unique to elders.
D. A. Carson has said that the list
of qualifications for elders is
“remarkable for being unremarkable.”
Why is that? Because these traits are
repeated elsewhere as qualities that
ought to be present among all
believers. Carson says, “The criteria
mentioned are demanded of all
Christians everywhere. Which is
another way of saying, elders are first
of all to be exemplars of the Christian
graces that are presupposed as
mandated on all Christians.” Every
church is meant to be full of men
and women who display these traits.
This means that if you want to grow
in holiness, one great place to begin is
by knowing and imitating the character
qualifications of elders. We are
beginning a new series on the character
of a Christian, and I will structure the
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series around these character
qualifications. I want to answer
questions like these: In what ways do
the qualifications of an elder and the
calling of all Christians overlap? Very
practically, what do those qualities look
like in the life of the believer? How can
I know if I am displaying these graces?
And how can I best pray for them in
my own life?
I hope you will join me as we
consider how to spur one another on
to love, good works, and great
Christlikeness! I hope you will join
me as we learn together how we can
exemplify the highest Christian virtues.
Here is how I anticipate progressing
through the series:
Introduction
Above Reproach
A One-Woman Man (and One-Man
Woman)
Sober-Minded, Self-Controlled,
Respectable
Hospitable
Sober, Gentle, Peacemaking
Not a Lover of Money
A Leader at Home
Mature and Humble
Respected by Outsiders
This series will kick off next month
with the qualification that serves as a
summary or an umbrella for the rest
of them – the quality of being above
reproach, of being blameless and free
of any great defects in character and
behavior.
(Note #1: There are three texts
we look to when discussing the
qualifications of an elder: 1 Timothy
3:2-7, Titus 1:6-9, and 1 Peter 5:1-3.
Each of these overlaps with the others
but each also has unique elements.
We come to the fullest understanding
of the elders’ qualifications when we
hold the three of them together. This
is what we will do in the months
ahead. Note #2: For the breakdown
of the character qualities, I intend to
follow the pattern Thabiti Anyabwile
uses in his 2012 work Finding Faithful
Elders and Deacons.)
Challies.com

Do you believe?
“God so loved the world, that He
gave His only begotten Son, that
whoever believes in Him should not
perish – but have everlasting life.”
John 3:16
Reader, have you ever considered to
what the Father gave His only begotten
Son? Was it to be received with
gratitude and thankfulness by a lost
and bankrupt world? Was it to reign
in royal majesty on a restored earth,
and put down every enemy under
His feet? Was it to enter the world as
a king, and to give laws to a willing
and obedient people? No! The Father
gave His Son to be despised and
rejected by men, to be born of a poor
woman, and live a life of poverty –
to be hated, persecuted, slandered,
and blasphemed – to be counted as
a criminal, condemned as a
transgressor, and die the death of a
felon! Never was there such love as
this! Never such condescension! The
man among ourselves who cannot
stoop much and suffer much in order
to do good, knows nothing of the
mind of Christ.
For what end and purpose did the
Father give His only begotten Son?
Was it only to supply an example of
self-denial and self-sacrifice? No! It
was for a far higher end and purpose
than this. He gave Him to be a sacrifice
for man's sin, and an atonement for
man's transgression. He gave Him to
be delivered for our offences, and to
die for the ungodly. He gave Him to
bear our iniquities, and to suffer for
our sins – the just for the unjust. He
gave Him to be made a curse for us
– that we might be redeemed from
the curse of the law. He gave Him
who knew no sin – to be sin for us,
that we might be made the
righteousness of God in Him. He gave
Him to be an atoning sacrifice for our
sins. He gave Him to be a ransom for
us, and to make satisfaction for our
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heavy debt to God by His own precious
blood. He gave Him to be the Almighty
Friend of sinners – to be their Surety and
Substitute – to do for them what they
never could have done for themselves –
to suffer what they could never have
suffered – and to pay what they could
never have paid. All that Jesus did and
suffered on earth was according to the
determinate counsel and foreknowledge
of God. The chief end for which He lived
and died – was to provide eternal
redemption for sinners.
Reader, beware of ever losing sight of
the great purpose for which Christ was

given by God the Father. Let not the false
teaching of modern divinity, however
plausible it may sound, tempt you to
forsake the old paths. Hold fast the faith
once delivered to the saints, that the
special object for which Christ was given
– was to die for sinners, and to make
atonement for them by His sacrifice on
the cross. Once give up this great doctrine,
and there is little worth contending for
in Christianity. If Christ did not really bear
our sins on the tree as our Substitute,
there is an end of all solid peace.
Continued next month

Letters from New Zealand
D. G. VANDERPYL
May 1985
Gobbeldegook is “English gone
absolutely mad.” One finds it mainly in
letters and official forms, contracts and
other papers that are often too difficult
for us ordinary souls to understand. Any
writing with an obscure meaning is
gobbledegook to you and to me, isn’t
that so? Even the church falls into this
category and could well do with a bit
of revision. One organisation now has
stickers available which you may stick
to any information you don’t understand
and return it to the sender; the label
reads: “This is GOBBLEDEGOOK. Please
use plain English.” I now promise to do
just that.
When we were in the United States
last year, we picked up a small
telephone book, called Christian Yellow
Pages. It has been published annually
for the last ten years. This type of
directory is designed to aid the
Christian in locating a brother or sister
in the Lord if he should desire to do
business with a Christian. The biblical
command is: “As we therefore have
opportunity, let us do good to all men,
especially to those who are of the
household of faith.” This is an
admonition that was already obeyed
by the early Christians, as the world
of their day declared, “Behold how
they love one another.” And now, we
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here in New Zealand have such a
telephone directory too. Though very
small, a start has been made. Christian
Golden Pages is distributed free
throughout the country as a trade
directory advertising Christian
businesses. Churches may receive
sample copies for each household in
their church. All this brings back
memories of the days of my youth,
when my parents and even more so
my grandmother who lived with us,
always directed us children to shop
at the “Reformed” baker, grocer
or greengrocer. We had within
sight of our home, a Reformed
grocer and opposite him a
Roman Catholic one. For us
children, the only difference
between the two was that the Roman
Catholic grocer gave us a lolly and the
one from our church did not; we even
accused him of sticking something to
his scales. Under the watchful eyes of
our Grandma we would rush to the
shop which belonged to the member
of our church and then, when Grandma
had moved away from the window,
we would quietly sneak across the road
to the opposition.
So now you know, we sold our
Reformed support for a sticky lolly. In
those pre-war years it was quite
worthwhile. I still feel quite unrepentant
about it.

Our Heavenly Father gave us
the Ten Commandments to obey; but
the religious bureau in communist China
has also presented Ten Commandments
to the Church in China. All ten of them
are restrictive, such as:
• No prayers on weekdays, only on
Sundays,
• Keep religion to yourself, no sharing;
• Don’t evangelise;
• Don’t copy the Scriptures;
• Don’t sing psalms and hymns when
young people are present; and
• No collections are to be taken.
These are some of them, showing us
how difficult life is for a Christian in
China.
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While the Christian faith is suppressed
in communist countries, many others
are being misled in our own country
by false teachers and kept away from
the truth of God’s Word. The Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
(Mormons) has an annual pageant here
in Hamilton in which the historical
events of the church are depicted.
Having never attended such a pageant
before, I thought it a good idea to
see it too.
The pageant portrays a visit by our
Saviour to America to establish His
Church there; depicting the “prophet”
Joseph Smith digging up the sacred
records and the evening finally closes
with the coming of the Maori to New
Zealand, their acceptance of the
Church of Jesus Christ and a final
display of hundreds of black-suited
Mormon elders converging on the
nations to bring the Gospel. Numerous
times during the pageant the
declaration was made that only they
have the Truth and that all other
churches are false. It angered me so
much that as we walked away,
encircled by the large crowd, I
exclaimed to all and sundry, intending
to say it in Dutch (to play it safe):
“The next lot of elders that come
knocking on our door will be taught
a lesson and sent off with the message
that they are false leaders of the blind!”
My wife quickly hushed me as I
boomed it out loud and clear in English,
understood by all around me. We
quickly made our way to the car and
escaped from the Temple grounds.
Abridged
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Salvation by Christ
Alone
JOSHUA FLINN

There are many who believe the Bible
to be a boring book. Even Christians
sometimes fall into the trap of treating
its pages as simply a tool to teach
orthodoxy. But the Bible is so much
more than that! It is quite literally
‘inspired’, both in the sense of the Holy
God being in sovereign control over its
authorship, and in the sense that it is
such a high quality of literature.
Our world seems addicted to fantasy
literature at present. The story of an
underwhelming hero overcoming all
odds resonates with the human psyche
in a way that omnipotence doesn’t. I
was recently reminded when watching
‘Batman vs Superman,’ of the distrust
so many of us naturally have for those
who hold almighty power. We prefer
the underdog. It makes for a better story.
Well for those who like literature,
the Bible far outstrips any other work
in its magnificence. It is particularly
striking due to the fact that unlike every
other fantastical narrative it is the truth.
We read of the formation of the
earth; mountains raised and rivers cut,
flowers blooming and trees bearing fruit
in their seasons. A new race is formed
out of dust. We read of talking animals;
heroes and villains; stories of love,
betrayal, sacrifice and murder. Immense
building programs and wealth;
city-building which far outstrips
Minecraft; The protagonists contend
with dragons, demons and the Devil.
Faith is tested and purified; the sick are
healed; the lame walk; people are raised
from the dead; someone even gets
taken up into heaven on a chariot!
Young men and women grow in
knowledge, understanding and wisdom
and perform heroic acts in the service
of their king and God. Nations rise and
fall and the good guy wins in the end,
saving his people from destruction. All
his enemies are placed under his feet
and eternal peace is won.

Now if this is the fabric of our real
history, it’s no wonder that humanity is
drawn to the underdog; that they crave
the destruction of evil; that they realise
their need for a champion to fight their
battles for them. The Marvel universe,
DC Comics and the entire Star Wars
franchise (not to mention many more!)
are built around this premise.
But there is a problem with earthly
heroes. Both superheroes and
supervillains war with their own nature;
in every villain there is a bit of good
and in every hero there is a bit of evil.
Think of Harvey Dent (before he became
Two-Face), the pride of Iron-man, the
rage of the Hulk, the self-doubt of
Gideon, the womanizing of Solomon.
As these broken champions have shown,
the Bible’s resounding lesson is that they
aren’t ultimately capable. Although they
are simply a result of the human
imagination, the vast array of heroes in
the comic book universe could easily
be slipped into the back of the book of
Judges as additional short term solutions
which leave increasingly bitter tastes in
the mouth.
Only a completely perfect hero is
able to save imperfect people; only
someone who is not able to be corrupted
is capable of being the shining light for
humanity. And to add to the problem,
it is generally suspected that a hero who
triumphs in the traditional methods isn’t
going to achieve the desired ends. They
might be perfect but nobody else is;
another villain will always rise up again
to replace the previous one – the weak
peasants will never truly gain the strength
they need to fight for themselves.
So who is the champion we need?
Sola Christus – None other than the
Son of God come to earth. Born of a
virgin; fully God and fully man; like us
in every way but without sin;
sympathetic to our weakness but never
succumbing to it as we always do;
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Someone who does not only defeat
enemies but saves them from themselves;
someone who secures our inheritance in
his own strength and restores our
relationship with the one who we have
wronged (John 14:6). Salvation can be
achieved through no one else than Christ
Jesus our Lord (Acts 4:12).
The plot of scripture is thick but not
dense; it is complicated but simple.
Everything in scripture points to Christ in
one way or another. All the heroes in
the Old Testament point forward to the
need for a greater champion than they
are. All of them were insufficient to
provide more than a brief interlude.
Death, pain and betrayal return to God’s
people promptly.

champion appears to be, in the narrative
he is ironically considered to be less than
a man. David turns Goliath’s scornful
challenge (“send me a man!”) on its head;
He compares the Philistine to animals,
saying to Saul, “Your servant has struck
down both lions and bears, and this
uncircumcised Philistine shall be like one
of them’ (17:36). In God’s sovereignty,
Goliath draws even more attention to this
in the narrative: ‘Am I a dog, that you
come to me with sticks?’ (17:43).
Goliath is slain with a pebble so ‘that
all this assembly [and all future readers]
may know that the LORD saves not with
sword and spear.’ (17:47)
Now there have been some powerful
sermons from this text recently. In contrast

screenrant.com

Perhaps one of the most significant
examples we see of this is in the story of
David and Goliath.
For forty days Goliath came and defied
the ranks of Israel. He called for a man
that they might fight together. Yet
ironically, not one of the Israelites would
stand up and present themselves as a
man, until David. This young nameless
shepherd takes the field alone against the
enemies of God’s people (1 Sam 17). As
he picks up pebbles and walks towards
a hulking goliath of a man, his people
stand quivering on the side-line. The
earthly king they craved is, like them,
hiding from danger.
But as powerful as the enemy
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to many popular preachers who doubledare their listeners to be a David, the
emphasis of the passage is that you are
a member of God’s people cowering on
the side-line. You need a champion to
save you; you have proven unable to
contribute at all to your salvation.
But there is also another powerful
truth about this story which we only see
in light of what New Testament revelation.
‘You were alienated from God and were
enemies in your mind because of your
evil behavior’ (Col 1:21 NKJV). And yet,
while we were enemies we were
reconciled to God by the death of his
Son, much more, now that we are
reconciled, shall we be saved by his life’
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(Rom 5:10). Paul is talking to Gentiles
in both these letters.
We too are Gentiles. In light of the
gospel, we have just as much cause to
associate ourselves with the Philistines
as the Israelites. The champion we
supported was the Devil, but he has
been defeated by Christ. Like the
Philistines we fled (1 Sam 17:51).
But Christ is not a champion like
David is. And like David noted, God
does not win by sword and spear. And
he doesn’t destroy all his enemies.
Instead, our true champion (not the one
we chose but the one who chose us)
took his enemies and adopted us into
his family; we who were the enemies
of God and his people are now heirs
according to the promise.
Interestingly, when Jesus came to
earth, people continually looked down
on him. Emphasizing his unlikely
beginnings Nathaniel considered him as
an unlikely candidate saying “Can
anything good come out of Nazareth?”
(John 1:46). In his home-town he was
an outcast – in response Jesus noted
that ‘A prophet is not without honor
except in his hometown and in his
household’ (Matt 13:57). Even John the
Baptist questioned whether he was the
long promised hero (Luke 7:18-20).
The Israelites thought there would
be this military general who would drive
away the Romans. But Christ was a
champion of a different sort. He rode
into the capital city on a donkey (John
12:12-15); he won the battle as a lamb

led to slaughter (Rev 5:5-10). He wasn’t
going to destroy the meagre militaries
of man, but he came to defeat the
spiritual superpowers of sin, sickness
and Satan.
Christ won his victory not by using
a sword or a spear or a sling; he won
by laying down his life on a cross and
shedding his blood for those his Father
had given to him.
Even though Goliath and the
Philistines were routed, they came back
later. Even though David proved to be
a better king than Saul, he participated
in polygamy, adultery, murder,
cowardice and he failed to discipline
his children. His failures led once again
to the collapse and exile of his people.
In God’s sovereign plan, the historical
truths of scripture bear out the striking
truth of the gospel; The King of Kings
and the Lord of Lords has come and
he has won the most important victory.
The kingdom of Jesus will never fall
because of an imperfect king. No other
champion is capable of providing
everlasting peace.
In Christ alone do we gain salvation;
Christ alone is the champion of his
people and there is no other. Christ
alone can be trusted to maintain this
victory and provide a happily ever after.

Not one of these poems could
have been written if the
author’s mind would not have
been thoroughly drenched in
the Bible. Indeed these poems
are a testimony to the grace of
God.
Dr Peter Naylor, Cardiff, pastor of Evan‐
gelical Presbyterian Church of England
and Wales, UK.

Mr Joshua Flinn is the minister of the
Reformed Church in New Plymouth,
which is a church plant of the
Reformed Church in Palmerston
North.
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… is John Goris’s latest book as
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experiencing life in this world.
His obvious love for the Lor d,
creation and mankind is
evident. With this presentation
of poems, it seems that nothing
has escaped Goris’s gaze.
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Focus on home

Compiled by

Yvonne Walraven

Births
Lal, Mason Dinand – a son born to
George and Janneke on 31 March
(Avondale)

Deaths
Hebie Capill on 21 April (Hastings)
Inge Ruijne on 27 April (Bucklands Beach)

Weddings
Arun Kumar and Anna Edzes on 25
March (Dovedale/Oamaru)

Milestones

Derek Wigg celebrated his 85th birthday
on 11 April (Pukekohe)
Rowan and Vanessa Cammell celebrated
their 25th wedding anniversary on 15 April
(Pukekohe)
Adrian Posthuma celebrated his 91st birthday on 19 April (Christchurch)
Jos and Willy Verbokkem celebrated their
63rd wedding anniversary (Wainuiomata)
Gerda Racke celebrated her 80th birthday
on 26 April (Bishopdale)
North Shore congregation celebrated 40
years since institution on 27 April
Ad Everaarts celebrated his 94th birthday
on 28 April (Hamilton)
Theresa Klinkhamer celebrated her 88th
birthday on 3 May (Hamilton)
Theo Grul celebrated his 85th birthday on
4 May (Hamilton)

Ina Bos celebrated her 83rd birthday on 11
April (Hamilton)
Ad and Helen Everaarts celebrated 25
years of marriage on 8 April (Hamilton)

The National Publishing Committee has
a surplus of 340 Forms and Confessions
booklets.
These are ideal for anyone wishing to have a complete set of the
Doctrines of our Churches as adopted at Synod 2014 and contain:
- the Belgic Confession (1561)
- the Heidelberg Catechism (1563)
- the Canons of Dort (1618-1619)
- the Westminster Confession of Faith (1647) new and updated
versions
- complete Church Order of the RCNZ
- all liturgical Forms, as adopted by the RCNZ
The booklet is ideal for anyone studying and wishing to further
understand the doctrines and beliefs of our churches, including
Catechism students.
Copies can be obtained by ordering from our distributor
Stuart Williams, at stu@faanz.co.nz at $6.00, plus postage
where applicable.
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Coronavirus, Nuptials
and Level Three
JARED BRUNING

Jared and Natalie Bruning
signing the marriage registry
during their level three wedding.
Photo by Caroline Posthuma.
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What if that one thing you really feared
happened to the person closest to you?
Imagine this impacting an eagerly
anticipated event in a most unexpected
way. What would happen to your joy?
Would it hold up or simply pop? How
about your view of God’s goodness and
love? Could you conceive of a reality in
which you had to face your deepest fear
and yet experience God’s love and gift
of joy more deeply than you could have
imagined? These are the questions that
a Virginian couple, Ian and Larissa
Murphy, faced as they anticipated their
wedding day in 2012.
Ian and Larissa met at college in the
mid-2000s and fell in love. They talked
about getting married, and he started
looking for a ring. They dreamed about
life together, a life of beauty and joy.
Then the unexpected happened: Ian was
involved in a horrific car accident on his
way to work near Pittsburgh, Virginia.
Suddenly, there was the reality of a
permanent and debilitating brain injury,
the need for constant care and a

wheelchair-bound existence. Yet, God’s
faithfulness prevailed, and the couple
were married on a warm, summer
evening. It was the 28th of August 2012
(or 8-28)1.
Since then, the couple have constantly
heralded the well-known words of
Romans 8:28, “And we know that for
those who love God all things work
together for good, for those who are
called according to his purpose.” It has
been their foundation of hope as they’ve
set out on their journey of marriage.
How are we to live in light of major
disappointments and the dashing of our
biggest life dreams? What are we to learn
about God’s caring providence when our
best plans are crushed? These are
questions which my wife, Natalie, and I
have pondered a lot in recent times.
Now, comparatively speaking, our
disappointments are light in comparison
to the Murphies and yet our wedding
experience left us asking similar questions
about the Lord’s purpose in our lives.
I guess I should take you back to
August 31st, 2019. On this gorgeous, bluebird day, gazing over Cook Strait toward
the South Island, I proposed to the love
of my life. Natalie said, “Yes!” and the
months that followed saw us take on the
task of organising an engagement party
and the wedding day – April 4th, 2020.
Our engagement party was certainly
a touch-and-go experience. Exactly one
week before it was held, I received a call
from Natalie around midday. “Jared, I’m
not sure, but I think I have appendicitis
and need you to take me to ED,” came
her trembling voice over the phone. A
few hours later, lying in Lower Hutt
hospital, Natalie’s prediction was
confirmed. Surgery came the next day,
then 48 hours inside a stuffy recovery
room and half a week of sporadic nausea.
I’ll be honest, there were moments that
I sat by my fiancée’s bed and struggled
with bitter thoughts that included: “This
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is not what we planned” and “How is
this fair on my mother who just flew in
from Western Australia?” Yet, Friday the
18th October arrived, and God allowed
us to press ahead with the celebrations.
This was a great reason for thanks and
was reflected in a lot of what was said
that evening.
The latter part of 2019 and the early
months of this year allowed Natalie and
I to continue planning for our wedding
day. Along the way, we repeated the ageold joke that eloping was certainly easier
to plan for. Another often-repeated one
liner was, “While wedding planning has
its uncertainties, one thing we don’t need
to worry about is Natalie getting
appendicitis.” By the end of February,
the day was essentially organised. Our
text had been selected, service booklets
had had their design hours poured into
them, menu and caterers co-ordinated
and accommodation for all West
Australian family (on my side of the family)
accounted for.
Yet, within a week, rumours and
reports began to trickle in of a global
pandemic. At first, not a lot of attention
was taken. We had heard of SARS, H1N1
and swine flu but these had never affected
us. “Surely this pandemic won’t reach us
here in the middle of the Pacific?” I
thought.
It was from this point on that all our
wedding plans began to be turned on
their head. The next four weeks saw us
replan our wedding three times over. This
was directly tied to the increase in COVID19 alert levels. First, our guest list was
considerably reduced from 150 to less
than 50. Then, one by one, my Australian
family and friends had their flights
cancelled. Those family members who
did make it into New Zealand suddenly
found themselves in two weeks of
self-isolation with minimal contact with
the outside world. Their attendance at
our ceremony suddenly seemed unlikely.
As you are all aware, on Monday 23rd
of March, the New Zealand government
announced that within 48 hours, the
country would move into a nation-wide
lock down. Suddenly, we were not going
to be married on the 4th of April and any
service we did hold would be stripped of
many traditional elements. That afternoon,
Natalie and I decided we would marry
on the coming Wednesday instead, not
that we necessarily felt ready for it. It was
a hectic two days, with many moments
of uncertainty, and yet God’s faithfulness
prevailed as we could press ahead with
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our ‘once again’ modified plans.
Wednesday, March 25th was another
perfect blue-bird day. Surrounded only
by our closest family and a handful of
friends, Natalie and I married at the
Reformed Church of Silverstream. Pastor
Paul Archbald preached an excellent
wedding message from the words of
Philippians 2:4, which states, “With
humility of mind, regard one another as
more important than yourselves; do not
merely look out for your own personal
interests, but also for the interests of
others.” In hindsight, these words were
extremely fitting, not just for marriage,
but also for the life we collectively have
had to live under lock-down.
Our wedding experience has left us
thinking a lot about God’s providence
and the way He orchestrates the events
in our lives. Having reflected on the
timeline of events that led up to the day,
as well as the wedding itself, there are
various truths that we’ve learned and have
been reminded of. By way of
encouragement, I’d like to share a few
of those thoughts with you.I think that
the primary lesson which we learned from
our experiences is expressed by the
prophet Isaiah in chapter 55:8-9. Here
the prophet says in two well-known verses
that God’s ways are both perfectly wise
and mysteriously incomprehensible. As
Christians, we’ve known this truth, heard
this truth and believe this truth. However,
our experience reminded us of it in a
most vivid and unexpected way. See,

On the Kleinjan’s farm for wedding photos
away from the general public as required under
level three of the emergency restrictions.
Photo by Hayley Verbokkem.

throughout our planning, our humble
desire was to allow as many as possible
to attend our ceremony and celebrations.
We didn’t wish to do so for selfish reasons,
but considered it an excellent opportunity
for the Gospel, and the truths of Christian
marriage, to be proclaimed to as many
people as possible. In particular, we were
thinking of those family members,
colleagues and acquaintances who have
not come to know Jesus Christ as their
Saviour. Yet, in God’s providence, we
ended with a wedding attended by those
we know to be believing Christians. I’m
honest when I say this puzzled me. “But
Lord,” I caught myself thinking, “our desire
was for the Gospel to be preached to
many who hadn’t heard it!” Yet, God
gave a different opportunity for His truths
to be proclaimed as our livestream was
viewed by more than 250 people across
New Zealand, Australia, Canada and the
Netherlands. Further, our desire to marry
in spite of an imminent lockdown caught
a number of Natalie’s colleagues by
surprise and led to a number of
meaningful conversations.
While aspects of divine providence
remain a mystery to us in this life, God
calls us to faith. By faith, I mean that sure
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confidence and firm trust that all things
happen not by chance but according
to our Father’s good guidance. As I
mentioned earlier, difficulties in our
lives will drive us to one of two mindsets:
self-centred disappointment or
God-focused trust. Emotionally, our
experience had its tough elements.
There were, for example, feelings of
powerlessness as my father, three
brothers, a sister and dozens of
Australian friends made the calls
individually that they could no longer
enter New Zealand. Yet, difficulty makes
us honestly consider the Scriptures and
has each of us ask the questions: Do
we trust the things God says about His
goodness at all times? Or, do we only
trust these truths while things are going
well and according to our specific plans?
James’s teaching regarding the future is
something we’ve often come back to
in the last month. In chapter 4:15 he
writes, “You ought to say [in life], “If it
is the Lord’s will, we will live and do
this or that.” By writing this, James
would have us understand that we can
responsibly plan for the future, yet never
are we trust in ourselves, believing we
have the final say. It reminds me of my
own family history, on my father’s side.
After being engaged, my grandparents’
marriage was delayed by ten years due
to theological studies, a world war and
my grandfather’s underground life on
the run from Nazi authorities!
Comparatively speaking, our
engagement and wedding planning was
an easy experience. Yet, regardless of
the situation, it’s my firm belief that the
Lord intentionally places the
unexpected on our path so as to refine
and deepen our belief that He is our
good Father, who controls all things,
regardless of the circumstances we
haven’t accounted for.
Life’s unexpected twists and turns
should lead us to prayerful dependence
on God. This is because it is one way
in which we honestly confess our need
for, and demonstrate our reliance on,
God’s provision. Particularly in the week
before the wedding, we received
numerous messages that many were
praying for us. This certainly changed
our perspective. The level of gratitude,
peace and assurance we experienced
didn’t in any way come down to our
personal characters or natural
tendencies. Instead, it was a
demonstration of God’s sanctifying work
in us, as petitioned by the communion
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of saints.
They say that in life once things
begin to be taken away, a person tends
to think more closely about what really
matters. This isn’t some self-help or 'feel
good' wisdom, but precisely what Jesus
states in Matthew 6:19-21 and
concludes with the words, “For where
your treasure is, there your heart will
be also.” Our wedding experience has
taught us that joy for the Christian is
not found in all that surrounds the
essential elements of Christian marriage.
No, true and lasting joy is found when
God is glorified in the essential elements
of marriage. These include: the
covenantal vows made in the presence
of witnesses, a declaration that God is
the author of marriage and a confession
that marriage should be a faithful
commitment to living in light of the
Gospel. On our wedding day, God’s
Word reassured us that He was glorified
through vows being made faithfully in
Him. His gift of joy reassured us that
He takes great delight in the simple,
yet deeply profound image of Christ
and His church reflected in a husband
marrying his wife.
God wasn’t caught off guard with
the events that surrounded our
wedding, nor was He up to no good
in our experience. I’m sure like me,
the COVID-19 experience has left you
with many questions, some of which
may never be answered. Yet, in spite
of this, what we do know is that God
is intimately involved in everything that
happens. Not only is He involved, but
through our experiences, God is
outworking deeper sanctification,
holiness and a focus on Him. Because
of this, we too can sing with thankful
hearts the words of Psalm 145:17, "The
Lord is righteous in all His ways and
kind in all His deeds."
1 You can view the Murphysʼ story by
searching “The Story of Ian and Larissa”
on YouTube. The video has been
watched around 268, 000 times. A
further account is also told in the book
Eight Twenty Eight: When Love Didn’t Give
Up available for purchase from most
online retailers.

Jared Bruining is a member of the
Reformed C hurch in Silverstream.

Booties
Project
update
ELAINE BORGER

It's coming up to two years since The
Booties Project of July 2018, when
we placed 13,285 pairs of baby
booties on Parliament’s lawn as a
memorial to the number of babies
aborted the previous year.
Voice for Life and other pro-life
groups were already then anticipating
legislation that would liberalise our
country's abortion laws. In just the
past few months, as you will no doubt
be aware, our Labour-led coalition
government has passed the Abortion
Legislation Bill, essentially allowing
abortion on demand, and right up
to birth.
You might be inclined to think,
that given the passing of this Bill with
the majority of MPs voting in favour
of abortion, that The Booties Project
was a waste of time and effort. What
effect did it really have at the end of
the day? Let me tell you, the project
had a wider impact than we might
have imagined.
1
The project had a positive impact on
those taking part. Being involved,
either through knitting contributions
of booties and / or through prayer,
helped to inspire a greater passion for
the value of life. Many became firmer
in their commitment to the right to
life of the unborn, and the need to
support pregnant women. Many in
the Christian community became
aware of and involved in the pro-life
movement for the first time.
Contributions came from every corner
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of New Zealand, and even as far away
as Western Australia. Knitters of all ages
took part, and were themselves blessed
to be able to use their skills for a worthy
cause. We can see in the past couple
of years a groundswell of passion for the
pro-life movement, particularly with the
national and regional March for Life
events.
2
The Booties Project gave a clear message
to the media and the public. It was
covered by TVNZ, Newshub, Prime
News, Spin Off, Voxy, NZ Herald, NZ
Catholic, Life Site news, as well as local
and international pro-life groups. The
Voice for Life Facebook coverage of The
Booties Project display reached over
350,000 people across the globe.
3
Facebook coverage of The Booties
Project has saved a life! One woman,
whose boyfriend had pressured her to
abort their baby, got in touch with Voice
for Life after seeing the display. She was
able to get pregnancy counselling, went
on to keep the baby, and her boyfriend
had a change of heart. Another woman
was deeply impacted by seeing the
display of booties. She wrote, “One of
those booties was mine”. She was able
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to be connected with a post abortion
counsellor. These are just two women
who we know of who were helped by
the project. We have no idea how many
others there may be.
4
Every M.P was posted a pair of booties,
with the message to remember the
babies who have lost their lives to
abortion. Through The Booties Project
we were able to communicate to MPs,
in a very tangible way, the scale of the
loss of unborn human lives. Our voice
was a very great encouragement to the
MPs who value life. As M.P. Simon
O'Connor has written, “..it remains an
honour to fight alongside you...pat
yourselves on the back for some fine
lobbying work”. The 51 votes against
the Abortion Legislation Bill was not the
decisive win that the pro-abortion side
expected.
5
The 13,285 pairs of booties, plus 2000
+ extra pairs that came in, have been
distributed and donated to every
maternity unit in the country. That means
that many thousands of mothers and
babies were blessed.

6
Since the booties display, a number of
high school students have gotten in touch
with Voice for Life. As part of their Social
Studies curriculum they have been
studying social justice and human rights
causes. Some have chosen to study The
Booties Project. They have been asking
questions about how the project came
about, why it was done, and what policy
we were trying to change.
7
Finally, as a memorial to the unborn
lives that have been lost to abortion, not
only those numbers in 2017, but the
many thousands before and since, the
booties display was a fitting memorial
to their lives that were tragically and
violently taken by abortion. Their lives
have infinite worth and value in God's
eyes, being fearfully and wonderfully
made in His image. May we all continue
to 'rescue those being led taken away
to death', Proverbs 24:11, and speak of
the hope, healing and forgiveness that
only faith in Christ can give.
Elaine Borger is a member of the
Reformed Church in Nelson .
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BLAST FROM
THE PAST!
Do you know who these
women are and what was the
occasion that brought them
together? If you know, please
feel free to send the editor a
message giving the year,
occasion and names.
Ed

Participants of the South Island Presbytery, Ministers and Wives get together.
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